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NEW QUESTION: 1

Why would an Admin choose Free-Form Movement when creating an
Exam?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. To indicate that a proctor is required
B. To present the questions in a random order
C. To allow the user to skip questions and come back to them
later
D. To present the questions in a fixed order
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B
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B
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Answer: A
Explanation:
You can use the Azure DevTest Labs Tasks extension that's
installed in Azure DevOps to easily integrate your CI/CD
build-and-release pipeline with Azure DevTest Labs. The
extension installs three tasks:
Create a VM
Create a custom image from a VM
Delete a VM
The process makes it easy to, for example, quickly deploy a
"golden image" for a specific test task and then delete it when
the test is finished.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/lab-services/devtest-lab
-integrate-ci-cd-vsts

NEW QUESTION: 4
ION NO: 93 Which of the following is an advantage of
implementing individual file encryption on a hard drive which
already deploys full disk encryption?
A. File level access control only apply to individually
encrypted files in a fully encrypted drive
B. Reduces processing overhead required to access the encrypted
files
C. Double encryption causes the individually encrypted files to
partially lose their properties
D. Individually encrypted files will remain encrypted when
copied to external media
Answer: D
Explanation:
With full disk encryption a file is encrypted as long as it
remains on the disk. This is because the data on the disk is
decrypted when the user logs on, thus the data is in a
decrypted form when it is copied to another disk. Individually
encrypted files on the other hand remain encrypted.
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